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NOT JUST 
A FORM OF 
TRANSPORT

F
or most of the last century, the bike was the number one way for most 

people to get around. Nearly all the bikes on the road were built in 

the country they were ridden in and most large towns had their own 

craftsmen, who would construct frames to order. 

Today, most bikes are little more than a variation of a theme. 

They come in boxes from factories in the Far East, and when they get 

to the shop, the handlebars are straightened, the tyres are pumped up, the pedals 

are fitted and they go onto the sales floor. They’re made to sell, not to inspire.

14 Bike Co was founded by Duncan McNamara and John Wainwright to 

offer riders, both new and experienced, a different way to get on a bike. Our frames 

are exclusively made in Britain, from British steel and using construction techniques 

that have been perfected over decades. We are helping to reintroduce the concept 

of hand made, lightweight, durable – and above all enjoyable – bikes.

Our frames are designed to be ridden fixed gear, but you can fit a single 

speed if you wish. In addition to traditional track geometry frames with their tight 

angles and agile ride, we offer a slightly more relaxed frame for every day riding. 

There is also an Urban pursuit lo pro bike for speed freaks. Urban bike polo is one 

of the quickest growing sports in city centres and our new polo frame is being 

designed in conjunction with some of the best players out there. Our all-new fixed 

freestyle frame has been through extensive prototyping until we were happy that it 

will perform under the harshest of riding environments.

Welcome to 14 Bike Co
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OUR PHILOSOPHY

S
ince we opened our 

doors in Spring 2009, we 

have built over 100 bikes 

for our very satisfied 

customers. All our 

frames are hand-built in 

the UK using British steel.

At 14 Bike Co, we don’t simply put you 

on a bike – we build a bike for you. We 

start by measuring for the right size 

frame. If we have the correct frame in 

stock, then we can move on to the next 

stage. If we don’t, then we’ll build one 

especially.

Local Production

Local production is central to the values 

of 14 Bike Co – our frames are built in 

the UK, using British Reynolds steel and 

we utilise as many home-designed and 

built products as we can. There was a 

time when British bikes were the best 

in the world and we intend to help push 

British bike manufacture back into the 

limelight.

Materials

For much of the ‘90‘s, aluminium 

was the ‘new’ material. The problem 

is that while it’s stiff and light, it’s 

relatively brittle and difficult to repair. 

Recently, carbon fibre has become 

the wunderkind of the materials world, 

and while it’s undoubtedly a fantastic 

material for building performance bikes, 

it’s incredibly expensive and next to 

impossible to repair. If you crash a 

carbon bike, then you have to throw it 

away.

We use steel exclusively to build 14 

Bike Co frames. It has a more forgiving 

ride, which is perfect for the harsh city 

streets. Steel lasts longer and is readily 

repairable. It is light, strong, supple and 

comfortable to ride.

When we first started, we wanted to 

use British-made Reynolds steel, but 

it’s popularity was such that virtually 

everything they made was exported to 

Taiwan! Luckily, we have now secured 

a good quantity of Reynolds 631, which 

means that it’s the standard steel on our 

frames as we go forward. We can build 

using Reynolds 725, 853, 953 and even 

Reynolds Titanium to special order, too.
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WANT TO GET UP TO 
50% DISCOUNT ON
YOUR NEW BIKE?

T
hanks to the 

government’s ‘Cycle 

to Work’ initiative, it’s 

possible for almost 

anyone in full time 

employment to enjoy 

a huge discount on their next new 

bike – and have ten months in 

which to pay for it! 

As a part of the Green Transport 

Plan, which is intended to reduce 

the country’s CO2 emissions, the 

government launched the Cycle to Work 

scheme, which offers employers a tax 

and national insurance-saving way to 

help provide their workforce with bikes. 

The cost of the bike is taken directly 

from the employee’s pre-tax salary, 

which further saves money, and is 

payable in ten monthly installments. The 

employer saves money, the employee 

gets a new bike at a hefty discount 

– everybody wins! 

What’s more, in addition to saving a 

large amount of money, you can reduce 

your carbon footprint by riding to work 

– and improve your health at the same 

time.

There are several different Cycle to 

Work programmes out there. Some are 

operated by the large bike shop chains 

who stand to benefit the most from their 

programme. Others are tied to a list of 

bikes which you are forced to choose 

your bike from. 14 Bike Co work with 

Cyclescheme (www.cyclescheme.co.uk) 

who are one of the few who allow you to 

build a bike from parts and essentially 

specify every part of your bike. What 

this means is that you get to build your 

bike from the ground up, giving you the 

greatest choice and flexibility. It’s the 

way that we like to build our customer’s 

bikes anyway, so it’s the perfect fit 

for us. Only complete bikes can be 

purchased on the scheme.

Any Limited UK company can apply 

to join Cyclescheme. It’s incredibly easy 

to set up and once the paperwork is 

complete (which takes about a week) 

you can be enjoying the benefits of 

Cyclesheme in no time.

For more information, please 

see the Cyclescheme website, www.

cyclescheme.co.uk or come into the 

shop to see us. We’ve helped dozens 

of companies set up their Cyclescheme 

programs and can guide you through the 

steps quickly and easily.
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8 9

A
ll frames are made 

in Britain using 

Reynolds steel tubing. 

Every frame, with 

the exception of the 

ESB trick frame, are 

made exclusively by Lee Cooper 

in Coventry. The ESB is made by 

Ted James in London. We offer five 

different styles – something for 

everyone. Sizes range between 46cm 

- 64cm (seat tube).

THE HANBURY
A pure track geometry frameset, 

built the way it should be. Tight, light 

and lots of fun to ride. Available with 

lugged construction, or fillet brazing  

for a smoother finish and slightly more 

flexible feel

OUR
RANGE
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Built to be ridden fast, with responsive 

handling at all speeds. Tight, track-

orientated geometry. Crossover with 

ease between the street and track. High 

bottom bracket to prevent pedal strike 

on the streets.
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THE TRUMAN
Slightly relaxed geometry, built for the 

every day rider looking for a friendlier 

ride. Available with lugged construction, 

or fillet brazing for a smoother finish 

and slightly more flexible feel
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The ultimate commute and everyday 

bike. Light and strong. Stiff enough 

to put the power down, yet supple 

enough to absorb the lumps and bumps 

of riding in the city. Slightly relaxed 

geometry. High bottom bracket to 

prevent pedal strike on the streets.
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THE ESB
All-new and built to last. Designed for 

the latest generation of fixed freestyle 

tricks. Super durable, with a good 

strength-to-weight ratio. 
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18 19

A shallower head tube angle and 

longer head tube gives maximum toe 

clearance for barspins. Wide tyres 

(42mm) are accommodated with ease. 

Fillet-brazed for a smooth finish and 

slightly more flexible feel
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THE BLACKWALL
Aggressive lo-pro styling and a powerful 

ride. Fillet brazed for a smoother finish 

and slightly more flexible feel. Fast, 

agile and fun.
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THE 1908
Classically-inspired polo bike. Tight, 

snappy and easy to manouevre. Fillet 

brazed for a smoother finish and slightly 

more flexible feel
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BUILDING
YOUR 
PERFECT 
BIKE

A
t 14 Bike Co, we don’t 

have a ‘standard’ 

complete bicycle. 

Instead, every bike we 

produce is custom built, 

from the ground up, 

which means that no two 14 Bike Co 

bikes are the same. There are five frame 

styles to choose from, each with their 

own ride characteristics and styles.

We’ll spend time establishing 

the kind of riding you expect to do 

and will recommend frame styles and 

components that will help you get the 

most from your bike and stay within 

your budget. Once we know, we can 

recommend the best parts for you.

We don’t deal in cheap 

components. They’re a false economy 

for many reasons – they don’t work as 

well, don’t last as long, and ultimately 

can lead to disillusionment and 

dissatisfaction. That’s not to say that 

we only specify the most expensive 

parts – there are plenty of high quality, 

value-for-money components that we 

are happy to build into our bikes, as we 

know from first-hand experience that 

they deliver the right quality without 

breaking the bank.

As this guide goes on, we’ll explain 

the process we go through to make 

sure that a 14 Bike Co build will be the 

perfect one for you. We encourage you 

to come to the store to discuss your 

needs and see exactly what we can do 

for you.
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STEEL IS 
REAL

A
ll 14 Bike Co framesets 

are made using steel, 

which offers a naturally 

supple, springy and 

forgiving ride. On city 

streets that are full of 

potholes, cracks and road detritus, it 

absorbs many of the vibrations and 

keeps you riding for longer. Steel is 

strong and durable, which helps make it 

the ideal material for everyday riding. It’s 

built to last and will serve for decades.

At 14 Bike Co, we only use British 

made Reynolds steel for our handbuilt 

frames. Reynolds have been making 

steel bicycle tubing since 1898 and have 

supplied the steel for millions of frames 

– their legendary 531 tubing is the most 

famous in the world. Our standard 

material is 631, but we offer higher 

grades to special order.

Tradition and craftsmanship are 

central to the 14 Bike Co ethos. Our 

frames are handbuilt, one at a time, in 

small workshops by talented craftsmen. 

We construct our framesets using lugs or 

fillet brazing for traditional strength and a 

classic, timeless finish.
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FRAMEBUILDER – 
LEE COOPER

14: WHAT’S YOUR HISTORY

BUILDING BIKE FRAMES?

LC: After working for Triumph 

motorcycles and learning the ropes 

in the traditional way, I got a job with 

Tom Bromwich, a bicycle frame builder 

in Coventry. It was a real ‘start at the 

bottom and work up’ affair, and I learned 

through hard graft. I was there for a 

while and learned all the basics of the 

trade – mainly brazing, and all that. 

After working for various framebuilders 

and fabricators, learning more skills, I 

decided to set up for myself. That was a 

long time ago now...

14: WHAT MATERIALS DO 

YOU USE?

LC: I only work in steel. No aluminium. I 

find that the harder grade tubes means 

I get through tools a little quicker, but I 

like to work with them as well. There’s 

something about the old school lugged 

style that I really like. You can get a 

really classic finish. I build a lot of fillet 

brazed frames as well and you can get a 

beautiful finish. I don’t like TIG welding, 

I just find that fillet brazing has a little 

bit more give in it, which is perfect for a 

steel frame. I think it’s a stronger join and 

it looks a lot better as well. It definitely 

shows the quality – and whether a frame 

is built in the UK, or in Taiwan. 

Check out Lee’s work at 

www.14bikeco.com

L
ee Cooper has been building bicycle frames for more than 20 years 

and has produced frames for some of the most famous names in 

the industry. 14 Bike Co exclusively use Lee Cooper to build our 

frames (except the ESB freestyle frame) and the combination of his 

experience and our design ideas are producing some of the most 

interesting frames to come out of the UK for years.
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FRAMEBUILDER – TED JAMES

T
ed James – or SuperTed 

as he’s more commonly 

known – is one of the 

most recognisable riders 

in the fixed gear world. 

From the pages of Fixed

magazine, to movies such as Bootleg 

Sessions, Ted’s balls-out riding style 

has won him respect around the 

world. Who would be better to design 

and build our first freestyle fixed 

frame? It has been engineered from 

the ground up to perform in the ever 

developing fixed freestyle scene.

14: TELL US A LITTLE ABOUT

YOURSELF...

TL: I’ve been riding fixed for around six 

years. I used to ride track and thought 

that fixed would be fun on the street. 

I kept having to build stronger bikes, 

because I like to do tricks wherever I 

ride and a few years down the line, I 

saw people doing more BMX style tricks 

and I got more into it.

14: HOW DID THE 14 BIKE CO 

FREESTYLE FIXED FRAME COME

INTO LIFE?

TJ: I had been thinking about designs 

for stronger, more trick-specific bikes 

and then 14 asked me to get involved 

with the project. The frames are British 

made, by me, and we’re using Reynolds 

631. The frame has a low standover 

height, so you don’t damage yourself 

on it and an integrated headtube for 

simplicity. We’re using our own design 

BB shells, headtubes and one piece 

machined steerer tubes, which should 

hold up to a lot of abuse while remaining 

lightweight and durable. We’re going to 

have our own laser cut dropouts as well.

14: WHAT WITH THE TOP TUBE

BEING PIERCED BY THE SEAT TUBE?

TJ: There’s a few reasons for that. First, 

the rear end is stiffer and stronger. 

Secondly you can put the seat stays 

further apart, which means you can fit 

wider tyres. Thirdly, it really helps with 

solid look of the frame.

14: WHAT ABOUT THE BIKE’S

BARSPIN CAPABILITIES?

TJ: We made the top tube a little longer, 

which makes barspins possible with 

almost no toe overlap. The fork is 

designed to be longer and with less 

rake, which helps out as well. It’s a 

really exciting project. Results from the 

prototypes have been really positive and 

we’re just making the final tweaks to 

the frame, which will be called the Extra 

Strong Bike – the ESB
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14 BIKE CO X
FIXED GEAR LONDON

S
ince day one, 14 Bike 

Co has been working 

with Fixed Gear 

London, the crew who 

have built hundreds 

of bikes for people 

over the years. Andy Ellis from 

Fixedgearlondon talks about the 

hook up

WHERE DID FIXEDGEARLONDON

COME FROM AND WHAT DID YOU

SET OUT TO DO?

Fixedgearlondon was started for fun, 

just a site for a small group of friends 

to see photo’s of our regular rides on 

the internet. As I made more friends 

along the way, our crew grew. We didn’t 

really set out to achieve anything in 

the beginning, really – we were from 

all different backgrounds and that 

brought a rich mixture that influenced 

the direction we went in. I had been 

pushing fixedgearlondon for five years 

when we first met and they asked if we’d 

like to be involved. John & Duncan were 

going about things the right way, so it 

made sense to link up. It’s not often you 

meet like-minded people who strive for 

perfection in the same way.

WHAT WAS FGLDN’S INPUT INTO

THE 14 RANGE OF BIKES?

We had been building bikes for our 

friends and other people for around 

five years – after building 300+ custom 

bikes, you get to know what parts are 

good and work together. 14 wanted to 

build quality bikes from the start, so our 

experience helped. I have been involved 

heavily, building wheels, bikes, choosing 

colours for bikes, helping with the shop 

layout and designing the identity and so 

on...

WHAT WAS IT LIKE BEING HAVING

THE BACKUP TO MAKE THE THINGS

YOU WANTED TO?

I’ve always wanted to design stuff. I 

studied at Central Saint Martins but once 

I graduated, I had no idea what to do. I 

skateboarded and got into riding fixed 

gear bikes and pretty much forgot about 

trying to design anything at all. The 

opportunity came up to work on a shoe 

collaboration and that got me excited 

about design again, I started to think 

about so many things that I wanted to 

do with bike components and clothing, 

but I had no way of putting that into 

action. Fixedgearlondon has an amazing 

relationship with 14 Bike Co, we help 

them and they help us right back. I’m 

working on so many projects now, the 

stuff I can talk about right now is the 

fgldn waterproof jacket, a waterproof 

backpack and a water resistant hoodie. 

These will be out at the end of the year 

along with lots of artist collaborated 

t-shirts. All I can say is ‘watch this 

space’...

WHAT WILL THE FUTURE BRING FOR

THE COLLABORATION?

I hope we can help each other to make 

14 Bike Co and Fixedgearlondon as 

good as we both want to be! I know we 

are doing things right, because we’re 

doing it for the fun of it

Andy

fixedgearlondon.com
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PUSHING THE 
ENVELOPE

W
e’re proud of the traditional methods we use to build 14 Bike 

Co products, but that doesn’t mean we’ll blindly follow a style 

purely because it’s the ‘authentic’ way to do things. Quality 

is number one. During our search for frame components, 

we found that some weren’t as good as they might have 

been, and definitely not good enough for our framesets. We 

looked into better alternatives, but couldn’t find anything that was up to our high 

standards, so there was only one thing for it. Working with a Rolls Royce certified 

engineering firm in the Midlands, we designed and built our own bottom bracket 

shells, headtubes and steerer tubes from the ground up. By combining traditional 

manufacturing methods with high tech components, our bikes are now stronger, 

lighter and more efficient than ever before.

We wouldn’t have it any other way.
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THE PAINTING PROCESS

O
nce you have selected 

the style and size of 

frame that you want, 

it’s on to the paint. 

We offer two types of 

finishing, both which 

come included in the price of your bike. 

There are a huge range of colours that 

are available, please visit the shop for a 

look at what is possible.

STOVE ENAMALLING

The traditional way to paint a bike – the 

bike is sprayed and then placed in an 

oven where the finish is baked onto the 

frame for a glorious finish. 

POWDER COATING

A more durable finish that stands up well 

to the city streets and for bikes that will 

be ridden every day. An electrostatic 

charge is passed through the frame and 

a powder sprayed onto it. The frame 

is then heated in an oven where the 

powder melts and sticks to the frame for 

an incredibly strong finish

CUSTOM

It is possible to add fades, graphics 

and multiple colours to a single frame, 

but these options are more expensive 

– please talk to us for more information!
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WHEELBUILDING

T
he vast majority of 

wheels sold on our 

bikes are hand-built, 

in-store, by experienced 

and talented wheel 

builders. for reasons of 

quality, customisation and suitability. 

At 14, you can specify the exact hubs, 

spokes, nipples and rims that you 

require to your personal choice and 

budget. Next, the wheels are built by 

hand to your specifications. You may 

want a simple, no-nonsense, tough 

wheelset that will deal with the rigours 

of the daily commute, or you may be 

more interested in colour matching the 

components to the rest of your bike 

– or you might want both in the same 

wheelset. Whatever your requirements, 

we can make it happen. From custom 

spoke patterns, to coloured spoke 

nipples, you’ll be amazed at what we 

can build in to a wheel

We use deep section Rigida DP18 rims 

for the majority of our wheel builds 

– they’re high quality, strong and 

reasonably priced. In addition to the raw, 

polished, black and white versions, we 

also offer anodised colourways which 

we have finished to our specification at a 

UK-based anodiser and as such, we are 

the only stockist in the world of these 

custom versions.
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COMPONENTS

W
e stock a huge 

range of parts at 

14, from the best 

companies in the 

business. We’re 

well aware that our 

customers want creative control over the 

bikes that they ride, so we have chosen 

a range of components for every kind 

of riding style – and every budget. In 

addition to standard colourways, from 

time to time we produce extremely 

limited custom colourways of standard 

parts. If you want them, you need to 

regularly check www.14bikeco.com, 

because once they’re gone, they’re gone 

for good!

Work continues on our own range of UK 

made 14 Bike Co componentry which 

will be introduced as and when it finishes 

the testing process. Watch this space for 

availability...
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FINAL ASSEMBLY

Y
our frame has been 

constructed and painted 

in the colour of your 

choice. Your wheels have 

been built and you’ve 

selected all the parts to 

complete your new ride. The final part 

of the jigsaw is to build everything, to 

the same standards as the rest of the 

process.

It’s more that a case of simply bolting 

things together – it’s essential that the 

bottom bracket shell and head tube is 

faced and reamed to ensure a perfect 

fit of the components. Not only does 

this make them more efficient, it also 

ensures that their lifespan is prolonged. 

14 Bike Co’s mechanics are fully trained 

and have built hundreds of bikes in their 

time – and they’ll make sure your bike is 

finished to perfection
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SHOWCASE

H
ere’s a selection of 

just some of the bikes 

that we have built for 

our customers. These 

are for reference only 

– if you can imagine it, 

we can build it. Please come in to the 

store to discuss your personal ideas 

and needs. 

Frame style: The Blackwall

Wheels: Goldtec custom anodised hubs on 

pink Velocity Deep V’s

About this bike: This bike was built 

especially for a Kate Moross exhibition, and 

was eventually raffled off for charity. The 

seat is missing because Kate customised it 

by hand
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Frame style: The Truman (lugged)

Wheels: Halo hubs on DP-18 custom 

anodised rims

About this bike: Matt black with purple 

detailing for a subtle finish. Brooks England 

saddle for classic comfort.

Frame style: The Hanbury (lugged)

Wheels: Halo hubs on DP-18 rims

About this bike: Ice white colour with purple 

detailing. Custom powder coated crankset 

with purple anodised chainring bolts and 

white chain
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Frame style: The Truman (lugged)

Wheels: Miche hubs on polished DP-18 rims

About this bike: Understated colourways 

with perfectly matched components

Frame style: The Truman (lugged)

Wheels: Goldtec hubs on custom andised 

DP18 rims

About this bike: A mixture of classic and 

contemporary parts for a unique style
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Frame style: The Hanbury (lugged)

Wheels: Gran Compe hubs on DP-18 rims

About this bike: Built to a strict budget, high 

quality parts that won’t break the bank

Frame style: The Hanbury (lugged)

Wheels: Profile fixed hubs on 29er mtb rims

About this bike: Built for a smaller rider 

who wanted a strong bike for occasional 

freestyle use
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Frame style: The Hanbury (lugged)

Wheels: Formula hubs on DP-18 rims

About this bike: The most unusually finished 

bike we’ve built. Going the opposite way to 

normal, every part that could be shot blasted, 

was, for a super minimal, cut down finish. 

Frame style: The Hanbury (lugged)

Wheels: Gran Compe hubs on DP-18 rims

About this bike: pure white with green 

accents. A mid-priced bike for a customer 

with specific tastes
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Frame style: The Hanbury (lugged)

Wheels: Chub hubs laced to DP-18 rims

About this bike: built tought for track use, 

from the drop handlebars to the super-stiff 

Chub hub wheelset. Killer.

Frame style: The Hanbury (lugged)

Wheels: Gran Compe hubs on custom 

anodised DP-18 rims

About this bike: A bold, no-nonsense street 

build for every day riding
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14 BIKE CO
TEAM

W
e couldn’t do this 

without our team 

riders – they’re 

the ones who 

test our product, 

suggest changes 

we need to make and come up with 

ideas on how to make our bikes 

better. It’s only fair that we let you 

know who they are...

Name: Oscar Khan

D.O.B: 29.04.93

Home: Camden, London

As one of the most progressive riders 

on the 14 team, Oscar punishes his 

bike more than most and is one of the 

most vocal when it comes of ways to 

make it even stronger. Like most of the 

team, Oscar came to fixed gear through 

skateboarding and one of the things 

that he likes most about riding is that if 

you keep turning your legs, you can go 

anywhere – case in point when he rode 

to Wales this summer, sleeping under 

the stars at night. Oscar lists his future 

plans as to go bigger, land smoother and 

keep developing on his bike.
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Name: Romain Camus

DOB: 26.02.84

Home: Champagne, France

14’s French connection, Romain comes 

from a BMX background, which can be 

seen in both his riding stye and attitude. 

Romain likes to take his bike places 

where fixed gears haven’t been before, 

with a combination of burly moves and 

a fluid, light-on-his-feet style. When 

he’s not working, Romain can be found 

searching out new spots to push himself 

and his bike at – watch this space...
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Name: Mike Merkenschlager

D.O.B: 14.04.92

Home: Islington, London

Not only does Mike represent 14 on 

the streets, he’s also the voice (and 

sometimes, the photos) behind the blog, 

which can be found at www.14bikeco.

com. Mike’s riding style is best 

described as ‘technical’ – when other 

riders are dropping big sets of steps, 

he prefers to pull off smooth and 

considered moves, with just the right 

combination of style and difficulty. When 

he’s not riding his bike, Mike can be 

found scouring ebay and flea markets 

trying to add to his already impressive 

collection of (film) cameras. 
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Name: Gus Mallett

DOB: 01.06.93

Home: Highbury, London

Slipping through traffic, or riding 

freestyle in the parks is where Gus is 

the happiest. With a sick, slick style 

and a large bag of tricks, not a week 

seems to go by where he hasn’t learned 

something new, or has another story to 

add to his collection. Gus loves to ride, 

as can be see by his city-wide missions 

to explore new places, to find a new 

spot or just shred around for the fun of it.
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SILVER SPOKES

BLACK SPOKES

COLOURED NIPPLES

RIM TYPE:

RIM COLOUR:

HUB TYPE:

HUB COLOUR:

RIM TAPE

INNER TUBE

TYRE TYPE:

DEPOSIT

TOTAL

48 Hole 3 CrossRadial Radial Offset 3 Cross 3 Cross twist

NAME:

TEL:

EMAIL:

WHEELS:

FRAME:

£

£

TUBING TYPE:

CONSTRUCTION TYPE:

CUSTOMER HEIGHT:

INSIDE LEG:

ARM LENGTH:

FRAME SIZE:

COLOUR:

DATE:

DATE EXPECTED:

Front Only Front Only Front Front RearFront RearRear

DRILLED FOR REAR BRAKE: DRILLED FOR FRONT BRAKE:

FORK TYPE:

STEERER TUBE SIZE:

A-HEAD

THREADED:

REAR DROP OUT TYPE

YOUR BIKE BUILD
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NOTES
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